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MOLESEY BOAT CLUB 

MINUTES of MEETING on December 7th 2016 
* 1 Ted Bates  07951 638516   John Moon – Vice Captain  

A 0 Magnus Burbanks - Safety 07734 682543 * 2 Luke Moon - Dep Captain  

* 2 Patrice Bevan 07552 219922 * 2 Ben Pugh  07729 249329 

  Mike Gardiner - 
Treasurer 

 * 2 Bill Raspin - Chair 07880 602305 

A 0    * 2 Gabby Rodriguez – Dep Capt  

* 2 Jon Higgs 07941 337525 A 0 Moe Sbihi - Captain  

* 2    A 0 Richard Steed - Hon Sec 07956 359685 

A 1    A 1 Paul Thorpe  07966 035462 

* 2 Ian Knight 07860 200829 A 0 Nigel  Underwood  

       David Porteous - President Attending 

1. Apologies: N Richardson, J Moon, L Moon, N Underwood, P Bevan, I Knight, A Heayberd. 

2. Minutes of the Previous Meeting and Matters Arising 

Minutes for the November 2016 meeting were reviewed and agreed.  

3. Special items 
3.1. None. 

Action Points from previous meeting: 
 
Water safety audit done – IK spoke to Magnus. 
Child welfare review – carry forward IK to speak to Anne O’Connor. 
Boat, building and truck insurance – RS having a meeting with Towergate on Mon 12th. 
Marketing the club room – TB is speaking to someone at Surrey Comet about advertising the hall. Mark 
Goodman runs ‘Molesey Life’ and wants to carry something on the website about MBC. 
 
4. Sub-groups: 
 
Treasurer  
Julie Freshwater, Bill Raspin, Mike Gardiner 
MG is heading a group working on incorporation of the Club and needs someone with legal expertise to add to 
the group – ideally a solicitor. 
MG has nearly finished the accounts with Newby Crouch 
£300/£400 has been raised from the sale of 150th anniversary memorabilia. We need to secure the unsold 
memorabilia to make sure it doesn’t get pilfered. 
 
Membership/Insurance 
Neil Richardson, Richard Steed 
 
RS read out an email from NR in which he explained the current position with collecting membership fees and 
rack rents (data to be inserted here). Ian Macnuff is withholding £980 of the agreed sum for the LegEnds 
because his group are not allowed to keep sculling boats at the Club as part of their agreement. After a debate 
it was decided to support NR but action MG is going to do a paper for the Committee in which he will provide 
some figures on the situation. 
 
Critical Dates: invoice ISPS. Not done yet because we haven’t been able to find out if they want to renew the 
sponsorship contract. 
Action: BR trying to get through to them. 
RS reviewing insurance. 
Christmas 8s and party being organized by AH for 18th and 17th respectively.  
26th January date agreed for AGM – 8.30 pm. RS to tell PB for newsletter. 
Club Mark Certificate Renewal – A O’Connor to do. 
Bar audit scheduled for 13th January. 
Service launches and check safety equipment – JH doing. 
 
Rowing 
Moe Sibihi, Jon Higgs, Paul Thorpe, Phil Bourguignon, Helen Taylor, Franz Imfeld, Ben Pugh 
RSC met last week. There is going to be a squad talk in the new gym, attended by 30-40 people on Saturday 
10th. NR is going to attend. MS should be there too. 
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The insurance claim for Scott Rennie is just about complete – we’re getting a payout of £23,000. Empacher are 
about to give us a quote for a new eight based on the spec we sent them. There was a shortfall of £7,441, 
which after the sale of Harry Pickett will come down to about £3,000. If we’re going to order the new boat we’ll 
have to put down a deposit of £10,000 for delivery in April/May. Vote held on the paying the £3,000 shortfall: 
unanimous yes. 
JH asked if all money raised for the Club from now on will go to the groups that raise it or to the rowing centre? 
BP said he has had his ear bent on the matter. BR said definitely to the groups concerned. MG pointed out that 
the Juniors have had some money spent on their equipment, all of which they raised this year. 
Action: MG to meet with the RSC to go through the budget. 
BR explained that there are now two boat racks that need to be assembled and put up which will be done the 
weekend after next. 
 
Club Hire and Bar 
Ted Bates, Christiana Hoad, Rachel Pugh, Chris Daley, Britt Bates 
TB reported that from 5th Sept to end November we have turned over £5,000, helped by the annual dinner and 
the Welcome event. We’ve used the new staffing agency Staff Hero’s twice: almost all the people have turned 
up and the company have charged us what they said they would. One person did not turn up and they replaced 
him within an hour. They have 3,500 people on their books and do all sorts of other things. He is still going 
through the figures for the dinner but we broke even. 
 
Fund-Raising and Sponsorship 

Bill Raspin 
BR reported that in our budget we have assumed that ISPS don’t want to renew the contract. Skipton have 
stopped their official sponsorship but we are still in contact with some Skipton people who are keen to do things 
with us. BR doesn’t know why they cancelled the agreement. He is working on getting new sponsorship. 
 
Rowing Centre 
Bill Raspin, Ian Knight 
The tank is ticking over. SHS parents have been using the tank on Monday mornings. They want to hire an 
Explore boat for occasional use.  
We had the second acoustic and vibration test. We have passed muster on the vibration issue but noise did not 
pass – due to the dropping of weights. PT asked if we can buy a cage like device with dampers to control the 
dropping of weights. BR said he is still talking to the experts. 
Re ventilation, we still need to improve air flow around the gym. It was proposed that we get Phil Neale’s expert 
to come down and look at the system. 
 
Premises  
Richard Steed, Ian Knight, Bill Raspin 
 
Ladies showers 
Damage to the ladies shower floor from a long-term leak was more extensive than first thought. Upon removal 
of the tiles it was discovered the floor was rotten and the joists had dry rot. As a result the floor had to be rebuilt 
before tiling could take place at a cost of  £1,270. The showers are now back in use. 
 
Central Heating 
The pumping system for the central heating has broken down. This contains a heat exchanger and pumps 
water from the hot water boiler around the radiators in the crew room, ladies and gents changing rooms. Apart 
from the repairs required, the radiators to the club room and the crew room don’t work properly and need 
bleeding every couple of days and the heat exchanger is estimated to be at or over its capacity.  
 
As a result we asked for three options for the repair/replacement of the heating system to be priced up as 
follows:  

1. Repair the existing system, (but the pumps and other equipment may need to be replaced 
in the near future and there will still capacity issues) £1,876 inc VAT 

2. Complete replacement of the existing system- (but we will still have the same problems 
with capacity of the heat exchanger) £2,620 inc VAT 

3. New domestic heating boiler in Boat Bay 1. This will create a separate CH system and 
provide additional capacity in the event we want to add further radiators £4,546 inc VAT. 

An e-mail vote was taken by the committee and it was agreed that bearing in mind the current temperatures 
this should be dealt with as soon as possible and that a long term view should be taken and option 3 be 
pursued. 
A reduction of £150 has since been agreed and there may be partial recovery of the VAT, which will bring the 
cost down. 
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Communications 
PB wants news for the next BH Bulletin. The Remenham Challenge is on the 17th. 
 
Social Group 
The annual dinner: we had 170 guests and despite the extra cost of the marquee we managed approximate 
break even when the silent auction was taken into account.  
 
Vote of thanks to PB for her hard work and GR for herding the Club members. TB also asked for a vote of 
thanks to Fullers who provided and installed all the bar equipment and gave us the free prosecco. 
DP is to send the dates to RS of the next President’s lunch – 30th January? DP is to ask NU to confirm that he’s 
organizing it. 
 
Safety   
Magnus Burbanks, Jon Higgs, Mike Gardiner, Ian Knight 
Nothing. 
 
Welfare 
The Thames Regional Rowing Council have issued their report but the contents are not yet on general release 
until certain things have been clarified. 
Action: none. 
 
AOB: DP pointed out that he had to lock all the bay doors before coming up for the meeting because they were 
all open. 
Action: it was agreed that RS is to be the point of contact. If anyone finds the Club bay doors closed after 
everyone has left RS is to be notified and he is to keep a log. PT is to put it in the BHB. 
PT explained that the launch gearboxes are being abused and damaged due to negligence. A meeting is to be 
held with the coaches to explain the issue. 
MG explained that Molesey Rowing Ltd is being wound up. The surplus of a few hundred pounds will be given 
to the Club. 
 
Meeting ended 21:00 
 

Meetings take place first 
Wednesday of the month at 7:30 
p.m. 

Jan 2017 AGM Jan 26 2017 Feb ??? 2017 March ??? 2017 April ??? 2017 

Note –       

 

Richard Steed, Hon. Secretary 
 

Richard.steed@moleseyboatclub.org 

 

Secretary@moleseyboatclub.org 

mailto:Richard.steed@moleseyboatclub.org

